
81 D MORTAR

TECHNICAL DATA

PURPOSE AND FUNCTION

The 81 mm Warrior 81D Mortar is smoothbore muzzle-loading Mortar, that consist of a 
barrel, a bipod , a base plate , a double load prevention mechanism and a sight , with high 
firing capacity and accuracy and is designed for easy operation and maintenance. 

The mortar has high rate of fire, light weight and could be quickly disassembled into 
main component parts. 

Warrior 81D Mortar is intended to destroy by curved-trajectory fire the enemy force and 
firing assets, located in open as well as in field entrenchments, including:
- Light field and earth shelters and trenches, ditches, communication tranches,
- Enemy forces and assets located on the back sides of hills and in canyons
- Damaging of fences/obsticles for troops and tanks.
Tactical tasks:
- Infantry fire support 
- Adjustment and marking of fire and target designation by using smoke and illuminating 
mortar bombs   
- Screening the enemy's firing positions, observation and command posts with smoke, 
creating a smoke screen in support for the 
infantry attacking the enemy's defense lines. 
- illumination of the enemy firing positions 
for the purposes of reconnaissance, firing,
supporting the fire of anti-tank means and  
for infantry's support.
-    other tactical actions on the battlefield.

Calibre: 81 mm
Barrel Length: 1270 mm
Base plate diameter: 600mm

Max. range of shooting: 6450m
Max. operating pressure of gas: 950 bar

Elevation range : 700-1500 mm
Traverse range: 300mm

 Fire rate: 
- with correction of fire direction 15 rounds/min
- without corrections of fire direction 20 
rounds/min 

Weight total: 53,40 kg
barrel with breech block : 16,50 kg
base plate assy: 24.00 kg
bipod assy: 11,90 kg
sight: 1.00 kg 

Personal: 3-5 people
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CONTACTS 

Wooden case with 1 set -weapon and  
accessories:
џ  Case dimensions: L/W/H: 1736/831/446 mm

3
џ Case capacity: 0.643 m
џ Gross weight : 134 kg
џ Net weight: 71 kg

SIGHT

PACKING/ TRANSPORTATION

ACCESSORIES

MS-15 Mortar Sight
- aiming fire from 81mm, 82 mm and 120 mm 
mortars from open firing position and closed 
firing position
- magnification ratio - 2,5
- FOV degree - 9
- weight without package - 1,35 kg

SPTA set:
Spare parts:
-  firing pin
Tools:
- Lever
- Carrier for cleaning rag
Accessories:
- 2 pairs gloves
- Bag for spare parts
- Bag for ammunitions
- Oil can
- Bag for tools and accessories
- Three-part wiper arm
- Connector for wiper arm
- Cleaning brush for the barrel
- Muzzle cover
Optional (paid separately): Control quadrant for Mortar KM-1
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